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Hair removal IPL Ulike Air3 UI06 (pink)
Say  goodbye  to  traditional  hair  removal  methods.  The  Ulike  Air  3  is  a  IPL  epilator  that  will  work  well  for  areas  such  as  legs,  armpits,
shoulders, bikini area or above the upper lip. The product also allows you to choose between 3 energy levels and 2 modes. What's more,
it ensures safe use. In addition, it offers a cooling function to prevent burns. You'll find accessories included to use the Ulike Air 3 safely
and comfortably.
 
3 energy levels
The Ulike Air 3 IPL epilator offers 3 levels of energy, so it will work well for different skin types. The Soft level features a high irradiation
frequency and will work well for epilating sensitive areas, such as the bikini area. It is suitable for sensitive skin and dark complexions.
The Body level offers a slightly weaker irradiation frequency and is designed for medium-thick hair. It will allow you to epilate areas such
as the shoulders. On the other hand, you'll use the Powerful level to epilate thicker hairs, such as on the legs.
 
2 work modes
The Ulike Air 3 offers 2 modes that you can use depending on the body part you are epilating. Continuous mode is suitable for larger
areas, for example, arms or legs. Single mode, on the other hand, will get rid of unsightly hairs above the upper lip and on the fingers.
Use the epilator 3 times a week for the first 1-2 weeks, and twice a week for the next 3-5 weeks. After 5 weeks, use the device every 2 or
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4 weeks.
 
A few steps to smooth skin
Using the Ulike Air 3 will not cause you any problems. First, remove hair from all the parts you want to treat with the epilator - to do this,
use the supplied razor. Then connect the device to a power source and put on the protective goggles. Then turn on the device and set
the mode and energy level. Apply the epilator to your skin and press the dedicated button. The device will automatically turn off after 3
minutes of non-use.
 
Included
IPL epilator
power cord
adapter
protective goggles
razor
user manual
Manufacturer
Ulike
Model
Air 3
Product code
UI06
Color
pink
Light
IPL
Number of energy levels
3
Modes of operation
Continuous, Single
Cooling function
yes

Preço:

€ 381.00

Saúde e beleza, Equipamentos para cuidado corporal
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